A Journey To See the Whole of Things

Susan Coppola

“To dare is to lose one’s footing momentarily. To not dare is to lose oneself.”
—Søren Kierkegaard

This story is about my ongoing personal and professional journey to see the whole of things. Were I to pick the single most powerful catalyst of this journey, it would be my immersions in unfamiliar cultures where at first I felt I did not belong. In both my personal and professional life, such immersions have transformed me. For instance, I moved as a child from a homogenous southern community to an ethnically and culturally diverse area of the northeast and came to see that past rules no longer applied. In moments of discomfort, new lenses have been offered to me that progressively expanded my ability to see, understand, and care more deeply about people. Differing cultures have broadened my view of what constitutes a good life, while sharpening my understanding of shared human needs for love, belonging, and purpose. Indeed, lessons about culture and human nature have been more consequential to my growth as an occupational therapist than my mastery of any particular clinical or administrative professional skill.

Mentorship has also been an essential element of my journey toward seeing the whole of things. I name here only a few of the many people who kindly offered a wider lens when my scope was too narrow. I call them all mentors, although they came in many forms: my parents, colleagues, clients, employees, teachers, friends, family, students and, even, adversaries. In diverse ways, these teachers broadened and deepened my appreciation for people, the profession, and the richness of what we call occupation.

Becoming an Occupational Therapist

Entering the Culture of Occupational Therapy

It is difficult to measure the influences that led me to become an occupational therapist. On the personal side, my father’s life insurance money was burning a hole in my pocket and my heart. He was a first-generation immigrant, so furthering my education with that money would honor his dreams and support my emerging interests. Professionally, I was inspired by an occupational therapist, Sharon Anderson, who was a fountain of practical yet elegant answers to the challenges of children in my special education class. Sharon could see these children as whole persons with pasts, presents, and futures through the eyes of their parents, their teachers and, remarkably, the children themselves. I wanted to see this bigger picture too, a picture I also hoped would help me better know myself.

My enthusiasm for occupational therapy grew in force during my days as a graduate student at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC-Chapel Hill) in the early 1980s. I loved expressions like “balance of activity” and “purposeful activity” that functioned as powerful entry points into occupational therapy’s culture at the time. I came to see that occupational concepts like these had as much to do with my own life and well-being as they did with my future clients. I also discovered that I loved learning about theories and conceptual models that helped me understand humans as occupational beings. For my
Level II fieldwork student presentation at Harmarville Rehabilitation Center outside of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, I applied the Model of Human Occupation (Kielhofner, 1983) to a man with a head injury. The model helped me to appreciate this man as a whole, and to see his problems as neither a hopeless tangle to be straightened out nor a broken machine to be fixed. The model offered a way to explain his particular occupational performance issues and opportunities with much greater accuracy than had I merely attended to his neurological or sensorimotor problems. I was learning to think like an occupational therapist! Graduate school, including fieldwork, forced me to enter uncomfortably challenging situations in which old rules and ways of thinking no longer applied.

Multiple Cultures and Mentors in a First Practice Setting

There was not a health professional in my family tree. Yet my first position as an occupational therapist was at Duke University Medical Center. Within a week I was in a white coat carrying a beeper, schedule book, and stack of consult slips for people sicker than I had ever imagined. I remained at Duke for 11 years, progressing from a staff occupational therapist to a senior occupational therapist, and then finally to clinical director of occupational therapy. Over the course of those years, I faced challenges of representing occupational therapy within a medical culture. I grew into these roles because of our profession’s ever inspiring culture of truly helping its young and also thanks to the kindness of patients who, despite their dire circumstances, still saw me as a person.

When I was a staff occupational therapist, Marianne Chauvin, my supervisor, and Deborah Swinton, a COTA with whom I worked, instilled in me a solid foundation for client-centered practice. I learned volumes about adaptation and remediation, as well as about how to respect patients as whole persons within a medical culture. Later I was coached into the position as the occupational therapy clinical director by Ellen Scherling, who was leaving the position. My decision to move into management was also influenced by Barb Schell, the former director of occupational therapy at Harmarville Rehabilitation Center. When I was a fieldwork student, Barb had explained her administrative approach to me in a way that made management seem actually soulful. Until I found my feet as an administrator, I often called Cathy Nielson, my former professor. Cathy is the kind of person you want in the air traffic control room to calmly talk an amateur through a safe landing after the pilot has had a heart attack. Carolyn Baum generously shared her wisdom and helped me through some difficult transitions in the Division.

Across disciplines, I also developed strong ties to other managers in nursing, social work, among other departments, which resulted in another invaluable network of support and exposed me to diverse professional cultures. Many managers with whom I built relationships were women experiencing the so-called “glass ceiling.” Their struggles for professional recognition and resources were, in essence, no different than mine. I perhaps owe my greatest debt of gratitude to the patients with whom I worked. What a privilege to be alone with so many people who shared with me their joys, losses, sufferings, adaptations, and resilience. Some were poor tenant farmers who grew up under the indignities of segregation; others were privileged world travelers with hardships of other kinds. I listened, learned, and carried their stories in my head and heart. Meanwhile my hands made splints, carried equipment, and scribbled notes in voluminous medical charts. I felt a deep satisfaction whenever my hands, heart, and head converged and the therapy I provided helped someone to do something of great meaning. I am indebted to numerous patients who kept my feet on the ground and my focus on the present moment, even when I was distracted by the latest bad news from the budget office. I think of the violinist with a brain tumor who paused while struggling to grasp a spoon, saying, “It’s really sad, isn’t it?”

Although we are all thankful for advances in medicine, a dominant medical model culture can undermine what I believe to be great occupational therapy. My experience with the Rehab Stroke Group is an example of this struggle. The Stroke Group was led by occupational therapists that collaborated and bargained with other disciplines to ensure a regular 11 a.m. meeting time. The group consisted of planned community outings, cooking activities, educational sessions, and shared stories. Maybe more important, the group was fun. We tackled problems far beyond, “I want to move my arm and walk,” to dealing with how personal identities can be changed or maintained after a stroke. Conversations ranged from the best way to cook chicken to how growing up in poverty could prepare one to deal with adversity from disability. When the group was cohesive, it struck me as the ultimate therapeutic experience for people with lives turned upside down.

My first professional presentation was about the Stroke Group, given at the annual meeting of the North Carolina Occupational Therapy Association in 1988. After weeks of preparation, only a handful of people came to my presentation. Meanwhile, the conference sessions on physical handling techniques were packed. Consistent with the values conveyed in these attendance numbers, the Stroke Group was eventually abandoned to allow for more “mat time” for patients in rehabilitation. This occurred after inpatient lengths of stay had decreased, neurodevelopmental therapy (NDT) had become akin to scripture among practitioners, and individualized goals were trumped by a standard national outcome measure for rehabilitation. I, too, became NDT certified, gave and heard talks on the subject, and once even attended a workshop by Berta and Karl Bobath, the originators of NDT. Although I still use some of the old and newer NDT principles with older adults, they are a small part of my current practice. For the most part, these types of techniques now seem like a distraction from using the treatment power of occupation to more efficiently reach the client’s goals. My mentors in this transformation were, once again, my occupational therapy clients. One revelation occurred with a highly educated man with severe...
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One of the greatest lessons I take away from my years as a clinical director is this: Leaders are empowered by their staff. Since occupational therapy practitioners in most settings interact continuously with other professionals, both negative and positive experiences are going to be communicated organization-wide and either work to undermine or enhance the credibility of all occupational therapists, leaders and staff alike. While clinical director, I was able to attend management meetings with confidence and, therefore, power, because I had, for the most part, the support and trust of the occupational therapy staff. This was especially important given the political situation of the Occupational Therapy Division, which was established in 1980 as a small stepchild of the large well-known Physical Therapy Department. My boss was a former president of the American Physical Therapy Association and the consummate advocate for his profession. We shared a deep concern for patients' wellbeing. Yet, we had ideological differences that caused me many sleepless nights. Because of the quality of the staff and services we delivered, occupational therapy was eventually incorporated in some form into most clinical service areas of the medical center and our numbers of practitioners grew, even in times of layoffs and budget cuts.

Reflecting today on those 11 years, I am enormously grateful for my rich network of occupational therapy colleagues, plus my interdisciplinary allies, who helped me land on solid ground over and again. I also now realize how my clinical experiences instilled a passionate commitment to work with older adults and their families. It seems, too, that my early love of studying theory had grown, and I found myself increasingly drawn to the literature on clinical reasoning and occupational science (e.g., Mattingly, 1991, Mattingly & Fleming, 1994; Wood, 1995; Yerxa et al., 1989). I also increasingly struggled to balance the inflexible hours demanded by my clinical director position with being the parent of a young daughter. And I tired of spending seemingly more hours each week discussing budgets in mind-numbing details, down to the cost of pencils. Nevertheless, I cannot fully explain why I left a job that had become my love and my identity. Perhaps the whole of my life was coming into sharper focus, including my need to find new kinds of challenges. What I do know is that one day I found myself fishing through the trash to find a letter I had tossed asking me to apply for a faculty position at UNC-Chapel Hill.

The Cultures of Academia and Practice in Occupational Therapy

My transition to the culture of academia, and to the particular culture of the Occupational Therapy Program at UNC-Chapel Hill, was yet another lesson about how the old rules no longer apply. The expectations of faculty members took me months to name and years to understand. After about 7 years, I stopped showing up at the office by 8 a.m. wondering where everyone was. Except for class and meeting times, nobody cared where I was as long as I met all my responsibilities well. Before anyone leaves clinical practice for an academic position, consider that I am working far more hours than before!

To my good fortune, I found myself in the midst of excitement about the development of occupational science and a revolution in occupational therapy education. With the UNC faculty as a leading force, I became part of a pioneering approach to creating a new curriculum that was centered on occupational science and guided by a bold vision of occupational therapy (Wood et al., 2000). Working with visionary faculty was a fantastic education in what education could be. I was tested, but also welcomed into the conversation.

Teaching has been more satisfying than I imagined, and it has also been more difficult than I expected. A tough challenge arose as my clinical “halo” began to wear off in the eyes of the students and I seemingly became something less than a real occupational therapist. Given my involvement in UNC-Chapel Hill’s Program on Aging interdisciplinary team, this development surprised me. Indeed, I have learned that academic survival requires that faculty members have a clear area of focus, and mine has been gerontology. Shortly after volunteering to accompany the Program on Aging team on consultations, I became its core team member in occupational therapy. This work has allowed me to practice with a fantastic team across multiple venues, including weekly geriatric clinics, rural outreach consultations, and interdisciplinary educational conferences (Coppola et al., 2002). Gerontology has led me to new mentors in occupational therapy, especially Corky Glantz who helped me see myself as a leader. Work with older adults is enormously satisfying, as it requires understanding of people’s lives as a whole, in the context of their families and communities. I am learning that the junction of mind and heart produces the energy and wisdom to make a real difference in the lives of others. Accordingly, I have come to address the challenges of teaching by sharing poignant stories from my past and current clinical practices that reveal how my mind and my heart struggle and converge as an occupational therapist.

I have also come to appreciate the power of stories as a fieldwork coordinator. This role requires me to look through multiple cultural lenses and straddle not only the academic and clinical cultures of my profession, but also the multiple cultures of recipients of occupational therapy services. Student stories about clinical encounters, particularly uncomfortable ones, are occasions to explore differing viewpoints of clients, family members, practitioners, administrators, and others in the communities from which the stories emerged. In
similar fashion, serving as fieldwork coordinator has allowed me to witness the diverse landscape of occupational therapy practices across the full spectrum of health care, age, and disability. What amazes me more than the breadth of these practices is the similarity of issues that unite them. Given formidable time and financial constraints, clinicians are truly dedicated to meeting the complex and unique needs of clients in difficult situations in order to improve their participation in daily life.

When I convey stories between academic and clinical settings using language that is understood, my colleagues—whether in academia or clinical practice—seem to think that the other “camp” has something valuable and important to offer. Although I suspect there will always be ideological gaps between academics and practitioners in many professions, it will always irritate me when representatives of academic, clinical, and administrative cultures dismiss the contributions and expertise of each other, especially when students get caught in the middle. I remember back to when I first considered entering academia, but was afraid to become what some therapists in the clinical “trenches” disparagingly referred to as “an academic.” I have since learned that my occupational therapy heroes live not only in clinical trenches, but in many other worthy trenches like the “in front of a classroom of weary students” trench, or the “middle of the night trying to write something” trench, or the “get the research grant funded” trench. Today, as I traverse the multiple landscapes and cultures of occupational therapy, it is the stories of all these heroes that I want to tell.

Conveying the Whole as Translator and Connector

“Life can be understood only backwards, but it must be lived forwards.”

—Søren Kierkegaard

As I reflect on my journey toward becoming an occupational therapist who sees the whole of things, I have come to see that I love being a translator across, and a connector among, multiple cultures in occupational therapy. Being a daughter, student, clinician, administrator, mother, wife, teacher, volunteer, and advocate has, with varying degrees of clarity, helped me to make connections with and between people. In the process, I have developed a deep satisfaction in belonging to a soulful profession of which I am very proud.

I will end this story with a discovery I made at the 75th annual AOTA Conference in Chicago in 1995, which highlighted the roots of our profession. I was joined by my mother, a retired social worker, who attended the University of Chicago in the 1940s. After a fragmented childhood, my mother found her calling through work at the very Chicago settlement houses that birthed occupational therapy. Decades ago in a settlement house craft group, her young hands made the small robin’s egg blue bowl that graced the living rooms of my childhood. I never knew the origins of this bowl or the seeds of my calling as an occupational therapist until that visit to Chicago. Now I see how my mother’s sense of service, justice, and the value of occupation were communicated to me long before I knew the words.

The heart, mind, and soul of occupational therapy come to us in many ways and by mentors of many forms. Our profession carries a gift of connection to others in our lives, past, present, and future. The blue bowl on my desk serves as a reminder of what I have received from others, the relationships I now enjoy, and the responsibility I have to continue the journey.

For Josie
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